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TITANIUM ISOTOPES IN ALLENDE FINE GRAINED INCLUSIONS. C.A. Prombol., L.E. Nyquist and H. 
Weismann JSCJNASA, Houston, TX, 77058. 1. Present address: McDonnell Center for Space Sci., Campus Box 1105, 
Washington U., St. Louis, MO 63130. 

Titanium isotope data for CAIs [1,2] give the suggestions that q i  effects of f i e  grained [fg] aggregates show more iso- 
topic variability than do those in coarse grained ones and that they are larger than those in coarse grained CAIs. To try to de- 
termine how chemical and or mineralogical factors might be involved, we are analyzing a suite of AUende fg CAI5 from a 
piece of Allende graciously provided by Elbert King and the Houston Museum of Natural Science. Fg CAIs are proposed to 
have formed by the alteration of fine grained, porous spinel-melilite-rich assemblages by the nebular gas at temperatures of 
<1000K [3]. Their present assemblages consist primarily of spinel, nepheline and Aldiopside with minor olivine, sodalite, 
grossular, anorthite, perovskite and ilrnenite[3]. Although secondary alteration of Allende inclusions does not seem to have 
modified the Ti isotope wmpositions of the primary assemblages [2,4], the relative effects of chemical processing in the 
solar nebula on isotope effects in different elements is unknown. For example, on average, in hibonites from C2M 
chondrites, T i  effects are roughly the same size as their corresponding "Ca effects[5,6], whereas in C3V CAIs q i  effects 
are usually larger than the corresponding 48Ca effects. To examine the influence of chemical factors in determining the iso- 
tope compositions of CAIs, we report Ti isotope data for a suite of petrographically and chemically characterized fg CAIs and 
some olivine rich objects. 

Titanium was extracted using a plastic AG 1 X 4 anion exchange column using an HF-HCl chemistry. Our analyses are 
for Ti+ ions in the double filament, static multi-collection mode using Re double filaments. The Ti standard was provided 
courtesy of S. Niemeyer. For both standards and samples, isobaric interferences are observed from 5wr+; they are corrected 
using the 52Cr+ intensity measured during the scan at the start and end of each analysis. Average 50Cr+ wrrections are 0.5 e 

units. Rare interferences from Ca and V were negligible. Procedural blanks average < 15 ng. Our current means of the Ti 
standard with 95% confidence limits ( 2 ~ )  are 47Tii=0.914981 +0.@40024, 4PTmi=0.685946+0.000046 and 
5"Tfli=0.667705+0.000075. The only significant change from the values reported in [7] is for the 4 q m i  ratio. Smce 
our previous report[7], the Faraday cup assignments and the cup factor for the Faraday cup in which 4?i is measured, were 
changed. 

Table 1 lists the Ti isotope wmpositions for the samples analyzed in this work. The second column lists the number of 
repeat measurements for each sample. The reported errors are 2a of the mean of the repeat measurements. For cases where 
this seems unrealistically low, the reported uncertainty is 2spl(n)ln. For the inclusion with only 1 analysis, the external repro- 
ducibilities for the standard are reported. 

Data for 5 fg CAJi are reported. Two of these fg CATS are noteworthy for having resolved 4?i excesses; they are +3.5 
and +0.6 E units for 20B 1 and 4B3, respectively. The 4!'T'i excess for 4B3 of 0 . 6 ~ 0 . 3  E units is at the edge of our external 
precision of 0.7 E units for our standard; however the reproducibility of the repeat measurements strongly suggests that this 
effect is real. Only 2 other Allende CAI5 have reported 49Ti excesses, 3675A and EK 14-1 [1,8]. Four of the five exhibit 
47Ti deficits of similar size; the mean for these values is - 1 . 2 ~ 0 . 1  E units. The q i  effects range from +7.8 to 14.5 E units; 
they are in the range of other reported values [1,2,8]. 

Two amoeboid olivine aggregates (AOAs) had been dissolved before examination in the EMP had shown them not to be 
fg CATS. Inclusion 13B1 is remarkable in exhibiting a well resolved 49Ti effect of 1 . 4 ~ 0 . 4  E unit, whereas the ? m i  ratio 
of 13A2 is normal. Both AOAs exhibit similar 47Ti and q i  effects of about -1 and +9 E units, respectively. These q i  ex- 
cesses are lower than the +13.8+2.0 ~(50146) value reported by [2] for AOA F-5. 

Data for three dark inclusions @I) and one large chondrule are reported. The ~(50146) excesses for the DIs are within 
error of the +3.1 1.1 E unit anomaly for an Efremovka DI reported by [9], although their 47Ti effects are smaller. No E 

(49146) anomalies are resolved for these DIs. 
Niemeyer [4] and [ l ]  have argued that the heterogeneous distribution of the 5"Ti-rich component in meteorites depended 

more on the nature of the carrier of the anomalies than on the refractory behavior of the element. There are 3 AOAs for 
which Ti isotope data are available [2]. Although they have bulk compositions more similar to the chondrule and DIs than 
the refractory element rich CAIs, they have 50Ti effects of magnitude similar to the CATS. AOAs have small Al-rich "inclu- 
sions" which contain melilite, fassaite, spinel, perovskite. grossular, anorthite and feldspathoids[lO]; these are likely to be the 
carriers of the Ti isotope anomalies. A stronger argument for a "chemical memory" model comes from the data on our hibon- 
ite bearing fg CAIs. Hibonite was identified in two of the fg cais examined, 4B3 and 20B1. These are also the only two 
CAIs with resolved 49Ti excesses in this work. Of course, it is possible that hibonite was present and lost during alteration in 
the other 3 CAIs. Indeed, one of the occurrences of hibonite in fg CAIs is as inclusions in spinel grains. For example, 312 
shows a hint of a 49Ti excess; however it is within error of normal. If the primary assemblage contained h i b o ~ t e  bearing 
spinel grains, no trace of them was observed In 312 spinel was not observed as discrete "rounded" grains, but spinel is rare 
and embayed with secondary phases. 

The nucleosynthetic components most often discussed as the source of Ti isotope anomalies in CAIs are neutron-rich 
statistical equilibrium (NSE) near the mass cut in massive stars [ l l ]  and varieties of the s-process [12,13,14]. The s-process 
is characterized by depletions of 47Ti and @Ti and excesses of 4!'T'i and q i  which occur in 50149 ratios ranging from - 1 to 
10. In contrast, NSE is characterized by 501~49 ratios of >20. Of course, these stellar processes synthesize a range of 
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compositions, not just the 2 discussed here. 
Previous reports [1.5.8] of Ti isotope data of CAIs in C3V and C2M meteorites have found that at least 4 components are 

required to produce the obsmed Ti isotope compositions. Fahey et al. [5] and Niemeyer [4] have argued that Ti patterns in 

hibonites with high 65qi/S4qi (>20) ratios are consistent with production in neutron-rich processes such as NSE and Si burn- 

ing, whereas those patterns in hibonites with lower mi/S49Ti ratios are consistent with formation in the s-process and its 
variants. We have identified at least 3 components in our samples, those of 20B1,13B1,4b3 and inclusions exhibiting no 
4 T i  excess&. The Ti patterns of 20B1 [a]. 13B1 [PI and 4B3 [y] are characterized by: [a] excesses of 47Ti, 4 q i  and q i  
with an ratio of 2, [PI a 47Ti deficit and 4 T i  and q i  excesses in an ratio of 6.5 and [y] a "Ti deficit and 
a large (24) 8'Ti,k4qi ratio. This last pattern is probably a variant of the "normal" anomalous inclusions with 47Ti deficits, 
no 4 T i  effects and q i  excesses. 

Figs 1,2 and 3 show the Ti isotope patterns for 20B 1. 13B 1 and 4B3, respectively. Also plotted are Ti isotope patterns for 
C2M hibonites [5,15] multiplied by appropriate factors to facilitate comparison i.e. for Fig.1 the isotope composition of hibo- 
nite 10-55A was multiplied by 0.05 and plotted with that of 20B1. The patterns of the 3 inclusions studied here match re- 
markably well with patterns from the hibonite data We argue that 20B1, 13B1 and 4B3 represent different nucleosynthetic 
components. The match up of the Ti isotope patterns of the data presented here with ion probe hibonite data is further evi- 
dence for some form of a chemical memory model [16]. The bulk compositions of these inclusions are considerably less re- 
fractory than those of the hibonite grains, yet the patterns are the same. 

REFERENCES:[l]GCA 48.1401. [2]LPS XVIll,804. [3]GCA 53,1123. [4]GCA 52,2941. [SJGCA 51,329. [6]AP.J.Lett 
311, L103. [7]1989 Abst. Met. Soc. [8]GCA 45,1017. [9]GCA 52,309. [lOJGCA 51,1685. [11]ApJ. 297,837. [12]Meteorit- 
ics 16.303. [13]ApJ. 259.908. [14]Ap.J. 264,613. [ISIGCA 52,329.[16]PLSC 128,1781. Figure 

TABLE 1 a . , . , . , . a .  - 
#' Type e(47146) 449146) e(50146) 5 - IV 

461-2OB1 4 fg 4 . 4 2 0 . 4  +3.5+0.7 +7.8+ 1.1 
461-312 4 fg -1.120.3 4 . 5 2 0 . 8  +14.3+1.9 
461-4B1 4 fg -1.220.4 +0.1+0.6 +13.2+1.2 
4B3 3 fg -1 .2~0 .3  4 .620 .3  +14.5+0.6 
461-3B1 2 fg -1.120.4 4 . 2 2 0 . 9  +10.7+0.8 
461-13B1 2 aoa -0.720.3 +1.4+0.4 +9.1+0.8 
461-13A2 2 aoa -1.020.2 -0 .1~0 .7  +9 .7~0 .8  
5A1 2 di -0 .1~0 .7  -0.1+0.7 +2.8+2.1 
461-12B1 3 di -0.220.2 4 . 4 2 0 . 9  +3.5-+0.9 
2A2 1 di -0.420.3 -0.220.7 +3.0+1.0 - 6  o  6  l o  1 6  2 0  

461-19B4 2 chon-0.320.2 +0.1+0.5 +2.7+0.7 
lNumber of repeat measurements. 

epsilon (50146) 

Figure captions. Figs. 1,2, and 3 show the Ti isotope patterns for CAIs 20B 1, 13B 1 and 4B3, respectively. Also plotted are Ti 
isotope patterns for hibonites [5,15] multiplied by scaling factors to facilitate comparison. In Fig. 1, Ti data for MUR-HI and 
10-55A were multiplied by factors of 0.06 and 0.05, respectively. In Fig. 2, Ti data for 7-753 were multiplied by 0.08. In Fig. 
3, Ti data for MY-H4 were multiplied by 0.015. Fig. 4 shows 4!+T@Ti and 5q346Ti data for the samples measured here. 
Also plotted are vectors which show the direction of displacement from the seed Ti isotope comp. for Ti undergoing nuclear 
processing in various zones of a pre-supernova star, as calculated by [16]. Stellar zones are labelled KU [C-burning], IV [0- 
burning], V [Si-burning] and Vne [Si-burning accompanied by nuclear statistical equilibrium]. Also shown are vectors show- 
ing the effect of adding s-process Ti for 2 different values of neutron fluence, t. 
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